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About This Content

Stay sane...

The Last Breath is the first Chapter for Dead by Daylight. It provides a glimpse of the effect of insanity in its purest and most
violent form, as players gets to visit the asylum Crotus Prenn. You’ll also meet a new Killer, the Nurse, and the Survivor Nea

Karlsson.

Wretched minds, screaming in the dark can still be heard late at night. A Nurse with an equally distorted mind as those she
treated. A Survivor with catlike movements. And an asylum that nobody left sane...or alive.

The Last Breath is a FREE Chapter for Dead by Daylight and it includes a new Killer, Survivor and a map.
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Say Hi to Sally

To work close to pure insanity is something that consumes the mind – warping it into something odd and feral. Sally Smithson’s
futiles attempts to remain civilized failed, pushing her over the edge, making her “treat” several patients in a much more fatal

manner.

Tracking, Finding and Dismembering

The Nurse is a horrid creature with a power called Blink, making her able to teleport between two locations. The Nurse can only
teleport in a straight line, but teleporting can be linked – making her move across a larger area.

The Nurse also comes with 3 new Perks, emphasizing on tracking and finding Survivors.
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•Stridor - The Nurse is more sensitive to the heavy breathing of Survivors in pain.

•Thanatophobia - Survivors receive speed penalties to Sabotage, Repair and Healing for each other Survivor that’s injured,
dying or on a hook.

•A Nurse’s Calling - Survivors who are healing or are being healed are revealed to you.

Nea From Sweden

Nea had a good upbringing, in a small, rural town in Sweden. She never thought she’d be one of those with baggy pants who’s
tagging government building in the night.

But being uprooted does something to a human, and her parents weren’t that understanding to how Nea’s life changed. So Nea
fled the “normal” life her parents wanted her to live, and took refuge to the streets.

Staying Under the Radar

Nea is agile and quick. Years on skateboards and duping cops have made her beyond streetsmart, and as she’s often spending
days away from her comfortable and safe home, she’s clever than most.

Nea Karlsson comes with 3 new Perks, emphasizing on evasion and speed.

•Balanced Landing - Falling long distances doesn't make Nea lose her balance.

•Urban Evasion - As Nea is crouching, she’s faster than the regular Survivor when she moves.
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•Streetwise  - Nea’s consumption rate on items is reduced.

A Place of Screams

Crotus Prenn is a place where poor unwanted souls are gathered. Outcasts who either sought a job or delusional men and women
who were in dire need of a straightjacket.

Shock Therapy was the most popular dish to provide to the loyal customers, and ether was often administered among the staff as
everyone just tried to hold on to whatever kind of long lost hope there was.

Everyone Is Welcome at Crotus Prenn!

The Asylum is a brand new map for DEAD BY DAYLIGHT.

It’s set in the former asylum Crotus Prenn, a place filled shock therapy rooms and rotting beds. Damp mold fills the lungs of
those who enter its realms. Inside, it’s easy to start questioning everything you thought you knew about your own senses as

insanity has marinated the walls.
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Title: Dead by Daylight: The Last Breath Chapter
Genre: Action
Developer:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Publisher:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Operating Systems (Windows 7, Windows 8 & Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4170 or AMD FX-8120

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Compatible GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD HD 6850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DX11 compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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dead by daylight the last breath chapter

I purchased this game for nostalgia sake, and I wasn't disappointed at all. This game offers a whole lot of entertainment if you're
into RTS games. I highly recommend this game, in my opinion the skirmish mode is the best part of the game.. they can
improve on fps pov. its better then me trying to make a game.. I am intrigued by Mig-15`s look and the fact that it was
technological step forward towards the jet age...but with air to air missiles not yet incomporated. I did not notice any major bugs
on modul, however I never managed to figure out how to use radio to communicate with AWAST and ATCs even after
watching videos on Youtube and checking Flight manual over and over.
The plane`s flight characteristics makes it pleasant to fly. It is stable plane what makes it suitable for formation flying and
ground attacks with cannons. I never managed to master bombing which is supposed to be executed with intuition rather than
precise aiming. Landings require some practice. Engine is slow responding which forces you to tune your engine management
skills for dogfight.
There is one thing what always concerned me. It has nothing to do with DCS itself, but with actual Mig 15`s design. The aiming
device in the cockpit is so big that it blocks the pilot`s vision. During positine G turns in dogfight gyroscopics aiming pipe
dissapeares behing the body of the aiming device just as the plane you chase, thereafter you only rely on guess or intuition to
aim. I never mastered it and so never became good in dogfights with this plane.
 Conclusion: The module is beautiful, intriguing and posesses the magic , but dogfights are challenging above the average.. This
is a nice catch for the Steam Summer sale. Running as administrator to avoid a crash that I was receiving about one minute into
the game. Works fine. Fun gameplay.

Intel i7-4770K @3.50GHz
16GB Ram
Windows 10 Pro
GeForce GTX 970 (x2). I think this game is good fun. It's EA and all that, but lots of well-thought out systems that could
provide for interesting and deep gameplay if the Devs stick with development.. Worse than flash TD's you'll find anywhere.
Clumsy controls, bad music, crashes a lot. Wouldn't recommend :(. Verdict: For me, this game would be a 7/10. Recommended,
but wastes a lot of potential.

As a game designer I can see two issues with this game which make it look bad after just a few minutes of play time. But I think
one can endure both of them.

First Problem: It's kinda slow unfolding and seems to be very hard. It's old school. Save a lot and try missions more than once if
you fail the first time. You got destroyed when you took the left route? Then try the right route or hire merceneries. Don't get
demotivated by sudden deaths.

Second Problem: I see and feel a big lack of immersion in this game. I never felt as a part of the game world, nor did I care
about the story or characters. That makes the small mistakes in the game machanic even more apparent.

One can definitely have fun with this game, but you have to embrace it's old school style.. There goes another week of "sick
leave" out the door... My manager doesn't recommend this game :P. i love how you can have pets makes game even more fun
each pet dose diffrent task
so it helps out. This game was not even worthe the $3. The graphics are terrible (though I knew that going in), but the controls
are even worse. The movements and actions are extremely sluggish, and in order to click on the cells you have to be pretty
accurately in the center of the block. I was hoping this would be a fun multiplayer game, but it's really not good. The idea is
good but horrible implementation.
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I was expecting so much more, sadly it's highly repetitive, focuses on a few bells and whistles which aren't even fully useful
[nevermind the fact that it's a early access game], tries to create a cartoon like appeal which only makes it look that much more
underwhelming, and shows no potential. Especially compared to other simulators out there. This game does not, and I do not
expect it to merit costing any money after it passes it's early access stages. If you're looking for something like this, but has so
much more, I simply recommend sticking with a studio that has a better reputation and a better game under it's belt such as
Space Engineers.. I'll admit, I have barely scratched the surface of this game and it is amazing. You are given so much choice
it's ridiculous. I made a pretty standard RPG party (tank, thief, healer, black mage) and have been really enjoying my time. It is
a true tribute to the SNES RPGs of my youth. It is a little grindy (what RPG from that era wasn't?) but it gives you so much
customization and so many meaningful choices on how your characters grow that I just can't wait for the next level. It's also
rather brutal on hard, or at least it seems like it for me. However, to me this isn't a downside...it just adds to the fun. Most of the
modern RPGs of this style are so formulaic and easy to build the perfect party (Blue Dragon, Persona 4, just to name a couple)
that I quickly got bored with the battles, although I loved the storylines. So far, every new enemy I have encountered added
something interesting to the battle, or some new ability or twist (or just tons of damage my party was equipped to take) that it
has kept it interesting. The story has barely started, but I am already looking forward to the many hours I will put into this game.

10/10. Would buy again. :). This game is not hard it's just tedious and boring.. best game on steam. Very Fun game
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